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Name the teddy
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Ingredients
� 1 ‘nameless’  teddy

� 1 sheet of paper divided into
squares with names

� Posters to promote your event*
� 1 collection tin to collect your

donations*

* JDRF can provide you with these materials and
templates for free – contact your local office
(visit jdrf.org.uk/ukoffices to find contact details)

Method
1. First find your teddy! Your teddy needs to be in a new and

clean condition – perhaps donated by a local shop. If the teddy is donated
remember to name the donor and say thank you on your posters and/or on
the name sheet.

2. Contact your local JDRF office to order any additional fundraising materials
you may need.

3. Think about a good place and time to hold this fundraising activity.

Great forworkplaces,schools orsocial events



Method continued
4. Let people know in advance when and where they can take part, and how

much it will cost. Remember to let them know what they can win – the
teddy!

5. Don’t forget to tell people you are ‘raising funds in aid of JDRF’ and
include our ‘registered charity number 275716 and SC040123’ on the
posters promoting your fundraising.

6. Prepare the name sheet. JDRF can provide you with a template name
sheet but you may want to customise with more personal or topical
names to encourage people to take part. On an A4 sheet of paper you can
fit roughly 80 names. If you charge £1 per name just think how much
money you could raise!

7. Before you start, ask someone impartial to pick out a name on the sheet
and keep it secret. They must write down the name they have chosen on a
piece of paper and seal it into an envelope so no one, except them,
knows the name they have picked. Keep this safe and a secret until you
are ready to pick a winner.

8. Encourage as many people to take part as you can. People can pick more
than one name if they wish. The person taking part needs to write their
own name and contact number/email address/class in each square they
pick. If they win you’ll want to be able to tell them as quickly as possible.

9. Be proud that the money you are raising is going to fund the very best
type 1 diabetes research happening in the world – make sure your players
know that.

10. When you are ready to announce your winner, gather people to hear the
announcement in an assembly or meeting and open the envelope with
the name in front of them.

11. Thank everyone again for taking part and update them with the total you
have raised. Don’t forget to let JDRF know how you have done. If you
would like JDRF to thank anyone in particular make sure you let us know
who they are when you send the money.
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